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1. Introduction

In gas turbine power plants, a fan is used as a cooling system to dissipate generated heat in coils (copper conductors) and generator electric circuits at the end sides of its rotor. The general map of generator has been shown in figure 1. The entrance and exit path of air for cooling has seen in this map. The cooler air rotates in one close cycle, in this manner, the air after passing from inside of rotor, exits from the top of generator, and with passing from one cooler, cools with water flow. The air after cooling, conducts to rotor from two sides and by the fans that are set up on the Retaining Ring, is blown in two sides of rotor.

Fig. 1. Generator diagram
At each of two sides of generator sets up 11 blades as an axial fan that separates with 11 spacer pieces. Position and arrangement of blades and spacer pieces on Retaining Ring is shown in figure 2.
It is obvious that the fan blade has effective factors on the generator performance. In some cases, fracture of blades can cause short circuit between rotor and stator and consequently generator explosion and lots of financial loss. Cooling system equipments were supplied by GEC-ALSTHOM Belford under the following conditions; Turbine rotation=3000 rpm; output power=118 MW; The fracture of cooling fan blades has been occurred five times at the turbine side of the generator in our case study, just 10 hr after resuming operation following the last overhaul.

It must be noticed that all the failed blades had the 19° angle of attack and after failure; GEC-ALSTHOM replaced them by 14° angle of attack (without change in alloy type) in order to decrease the forces made to blades. A width of 14° blades is lower than 19°, but the height of them is same. The face of two blade types is compared in figure 3. Figure 3 defined the deference between angle and blades dimensions.

The review of pervious blade fracture analysis notes shows that it has been a serious problem in different types of blade.

Failure investigation of blade and disk in first stage compressor in an aero engine is done and Metallurgical examination and stress analysis revealed that the design shortcoming resulted in over-compensation of centrifugal bend moment and bad contact condition (Xi et al., 2000).

A series of mechanical analysis and examination on a failed blade in gas turbine engine has been performed and nonlinear finite element to determine the stress of the blade, in order to identify the case of blade failure has been utilized (Hou et al., 2002; Beisheim & Sinclair, 2002).
The efficacy of a fracture mechanics methodology to model the crack growth behaviour of fatigue nucleated cracks obtained under test conditions similar to those found in turbine engine blade attachments has been verified and Crack propagation lives has been calculated using stress results of FEM analysis (Hutson et al., 2005) the three dimensional fatigue crack in a typical military aircraft engine fan blade attachment by Franc3D has been simulated (Barlow & Chandra, 2005; Paris et al., 1961-3). Crack propagation trajectories under mixed-mode conditions have obtained using the planner and maximum tangential stress crack extension criteria.

In the following of these papers in this note we have performed two series of analyses and their results evaluated to identify the possible causes of failure:

Mechanical and experimental Investigation as follows:
1. Review of the history of the blades repairs and/or modifications (change in blade angle of attack from 19º to 14º).[fig 3]
2. Review of the history of the unit operation.
3. Material and microstructure (quantometry).
4. Metallurgical examination of the fractures to identify the metallurgical mode of failure (SEM).

Numerical analysis on 14º and 19º blades:
1. CFD analysis in order to study the imposed stresses of the fan blades due to operation.
2. Application of the finite element method for modal and harmonic analysis to calculation of the natural frequencies, stresses and Vibration.

2. Mechanical and experimental Investigation

2.1 Visual inspection
The statistical data revealed that all of these failures have happened in the first hour of operation after the first operation or repair of gas turbine, meaning that no fracture has happened after 100 hr of operation. On opening the turbine casing, three kinds of blades (for using 19º attack angle) were found. Broken blades, cracked blades and uncracked blades.
The failure was at the turbine side of the generator and there was no crack at exciter side. The failure site was in the transition radius between the blade airfoil and the blade base. Crack initiation point was at the centrally part of the airfoil on its concave surface. Some portion of the surface appeared black and pitted due to electric spark. But by changing attack angle of blades to 14° have not seen any failure. However temperature rise in generator case was been higher and it was result of decreasing in sucked air flow rate for generator cooling (Poursaeidi & Salavatian, 2009; Moussavi Torshizi et al., 2009).

2.2 Material and microstructure

Results obtained from the quantometry technique test that performed over blades show that the blade material is aluminum 2024 (table 1). Also result of metallurgical examination over blades shows that blades are not produced by die casting, but rather molding, milling, shaping and finally polishing of the blades surfaces. Crystals directed in the direction of the blade length are a proof of this production method. Heat treatment performed in this blade is of the T351 heating operations (Moussavi Torshizi et al., 2009). Mechanical behaviors of aluminium 2024 are presented in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Cu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>quantometry test</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Chemical composition of blade and its comparison with aluminium 2024 alloy (Joseph, 1993).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alloy</th>
<th>Ultimate tensile stress $\sigma_{ut}$</th>
<th>Yield tensile stress $\sigma_{yp}$</th>
<th>Fatigue endurance limit $\sigma_{e}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al 2024</td>
<td>470 MPa</td>
<td>325 MPa</td>
<td>140 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Mechanical strength of aluminium 2024 (ASM, 1990).

At 3000 rpm, (50Hz frequency of powerplant generators) dynamic stresses have been measured for any 14° and 19° blades, (table 3). Comparison of these stresses with the limit stresses (presented in table 2) shows that the stresses imposed to the blade are much lower from this limit and therefore there is not possibility of blade failure in normal operation conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blade number</th>
<th>Max. Stress in 3000 rpm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1FE</td>
<td>MPa 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2FE</td>
<td>7.6 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3FE</td>
<td>18 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4FE</td>
<td>10.4 MPa</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Dynamic stresses in the blade (Moussavi Torshizi et al., 2009)
2.3 Study of fracture surfaces with SEM

It's obvious that one of the most important ways to investigation of the failure pieces, is being failure surfaces study. This subsection engaged to inspection the failure surfaces and defining it's result. While there is two possibility, gradual failure in the effect of endurance (fatigue) and / or failure in result of external material impact (Dimple Rupture).

In order to study of failure surface and compare quality of these 2 possible failure mechanism with standard failure handbook of this alloy (AL2024) to recognise failure main cause, has employed Scaning Electron Microscope (SEM). Because of microstructure change in failure surface, SEM could have been able to prepare best high quality picture of surface with highest accuracy (scaled to X1000).

In this section, theory of fatigue failure and dimple rupture is considered and for which one of the mechanisms, one surface with area 1cm×1cm is prepared so that for first mechanism is used of same damaged blades at powerplant generator, breaking incident and also for preparing surface by another mechanism a piece with this alloy is broken with only one knock of external object impact.

2.4 Survey of failure (scaled by SEM) surfaces

With comparison between fig 4(a) and fig 4(b) that first is surface of broken blade at powerplant incident and second is broken in type of dimple rupture (breaking potholes) has been obviously seen, there is no any resemblance between these 2 mechanism of failure and quality of surfaces is quietly differvaried.

Therefore, existing lines in fig 4(a) doubtlessly has been fatigue lines. The fatigue lines show that crack is initiated at one side and propagated in significant time. This studies show that:

1. the wing is not interrupted in one moment in the effect of contact the external object.
2. crack is started from one or more point in the middle part of cave surface of wing (unsuitable quality of surface can be result of the start of crack) and is leaded to interruption of it , in the effect of oscillatory loading of blade, and made progress in the time of turning.
3. however cannot declare exactly the reason of the starting of the crack.

![Fatigue surface failure](a) ![Dimple rupture result](b)

Fig. 4. (a) fatigue surface failure (scaled ×1330) (b) Dimple rupture result of instant impact (scaled ×2000)
But the contact of hard particles to wing, entrance them in the surface, creation weave centralization and the starting of crack of them is very probable. Figure 5 has shown the final failure of surface and the ration of that to fatigue failure of surface as seen, the most of surface is created with progress crack in the effect of periodically and fatigue loads.

Fig. 5. Comparison between final and fatigue failure surface

3. Numerical analysis on 14° and 19° blades

In order to study the imposed stresses of the fan blades due to operation, fan should be simulated. To do this, Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD) code and Finite Element Method (FEM) were deployed to analysis stresses and vibration. Separation phenomena and turbulent flow (vortex formation) might be cause of vibration in fan’s blades. Vibration due to oscillatory change of pressure distribution in two sides of blade may cause blade fatigue. Therefore our purpose from CFD analysis is to achieve air velocity distribution around blades and also study of air flow lines (in order to observe probable vortex and related problems) and also determination of force resulted from air pressure over blades. In this order after determination of blade profile (by using scanning digitiser camera ATOS\(^1\) (fig 6)) modelling air passage channel is necessary, which was performed by CAD

---

\(^1\) One of the new and careful methods for acquiring solid profile by digital 3d photography
software (fig 7). The 3-dimentional model thus obtained, is then imported to mesh generation software, which generates the meshing for the volume. This file as a case file could be imported to CFD code (fig 8).

Fig. 6. Scanning digitiser camera

Fig. 7. 3-dimentional model of blade and related passage channel
4. Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) analysis

4.1 Discretization procedure
The domain shown in Fig. 8 is divided into unstructured grids. The governing equations are solved under the boundary conditions described below by using the segregated method. Based on the finite volume method (FVM), the pressure is discretized by using the standard scheme. The momentum equations are discretized by using first order upwind scheme. The pressure–velocity coupling is treated by SIMPLE algorithm. Above discretization methods can satisfy the accuracy requirements under such mesh size for this problem. “Steady state” was selected as solver and other conditions for flow and fluid are turbulent flow, compressible fluid (air) and incompressible flow (because the Mach number is less than 0.4).

4.2 Governing equations
Because of the turbulence action induced by high Reynolds swirling flow pattern, the standard k-ε two-equation turbulence model is selected and the continuity and momentum that respectively describing mass and momentum can be written as follows (White, 2003):

\[ \nabla \cdot \mathbf{V} = 0 \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

\[ (\nabla \cdot \mathbf{V})\mathbf{V} = -\frac{1}{\rho} \nabla P + \nabla \left( \frac{\rho}{\mu} \right) \mathbf{V} \mathbf{V} - \rho \mathbf{g} + \mathbf{S} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

The turbulence equations describing turbulent kinetic energy (k) and turbulent dissipation rate (ε) are as follows:
(V⋅V)k = \nabla \cdot [(V + v_1/\alpha_k)Vk] + P - \varepsilon \tag{3}

(V⋅V)\varepsilon = \nabla \cdot [(V + v_1/\alpha_k)V\varepsilon] + c_{\text{f}k} \frac{\varepsilon}{k} P - c_{\text{f}k} \frac{\varepsilon^2}{k} \tag{4}

Here \(P\) is the generated kinetic energy of turbulence.

In these kinds of problems that a moving object is the cause of fluid flow, it is possible to take a rotational component to axial velocity of air to count blade rotation (equivalent to 314.1592 rad/s as calculated below).

\[
f_r = \frac{3000 \text{r.p.m.}}{60} = 50 \text{Hz} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\omega = 2\pi f_r = 2\pi \times 50 = 314.1592 \text{ rad/s} \tag{6}
\]

### 4.3 Boundary conditions

"Velocity inlet" is assumed as air entrance condition. The total volumetric flow of the cooling air is 45.6 m\(^3\)/s for using 19\(^\circ\) blade, and half of that is directed towards fan of turbine end and the other half is directed towards fan of exciter end. In inlet duct cross section, which is a circle with a radius of approximately 70 cm, velocity of air is calculated as follows (Also it should be in mind that area of air passage, is the difference between channel and generator shaft cross section):

\[
Q = V.A \tag{7}
\]

\[
r_1 = 0.225 \text{ m (Radius of shaft) } \quad r_2 = 0.696 \text{ (Radius of air channel) } \quad Q = 45.6 \text{ m}^3/\text{s}
\]

Then:

\[
V = \frac{Q}{A} = 16.71 \text{ m/s}
\]

Because air pressure is uniform for all of the outlet area and along its duct, (which will be approximately equal to ambient pressure) therefore “pressure outlet” is used. For reduction of solution domain to reach to the least logical possible domain, the periodic analysis would be used.

Solution convergence accuracy have been satisfied by iterating until residuals have decreased to minimum then result could have achieved and investigated.

### 4.4 Analysis of flow field & pressure

As see in fig. 9 (a) & (b), in both blade type air flow pattern has been completely usual. It is observed the path lines completely tangent over the blades and the separation phenomenon has not incurred.

Air pressure distribution over blades have also seen at these two figures. Maximum absolute value of pressure that imposed to 19\(^\circ\) angle of attack blade have reached to 56kPa on bottom of blade surface and then resultant force over the blade is approximately equal to 346N. Tension result of this force is less than amount that solely causes to break the blade.

Also in 14\(^\circ\) blade maximum pressure at the bottom of blade is reached to 39kPa that even is less than of 19\(^\circ\) blade.
Fig. 9. (a) pressure Contour & velocity vectors passed over 19° angle of attack blade  
(b) pressure Contour & velocity vectors passed over 14° angle of attack blade
While 19° angle of attack blade has been changed with 14° blade amount of force imposed to blade would decreased about 20% and is reached from 346 to 276N then, these forces caused by air flow are not enough to cause the blade rupture.

5. Finite Element Method Analysis (FEM)

In order to determine the stresses acted on the blade and survey of the possibility of its failure caused by resonance, the finite element method, was used to blade modelling and two analysis have been performed by finite element method:

1. Modal analysis
2. Harmonic analysis

The modal analysis on natural frequency and the harmonic analysis based on different excitation frequencies were done.

5.1 Modal analysis

First, the amount of bolts tightening was modeled and its influence on blade natural frequency was studied. To evaluate these conditions, four different states were investigated for both of 19° and 14° blade:

1. All the points around the bolts are fixed.
2. All the points of the same height with bolts are fixed.
3. In addition to all the points of the same height with bolts which are fixed, the elements, which are in contact with the retaining ring, will not also move.
4. The whole blade root is fixed in all directions.

The natural frequency in the 5 modes for these four states were calculated. In table 4 these natural frequencies for fourth state in 2 blade types has been displayed.

In figure 10 and video No 1 displacement of both of blade tip at the first modal shape has shown. With respect to the fact that the first natural frequency of the 19° angle of attack blade in the fourth state (538 Hz) was very close (almost with 2% relative difference) to the frequency of the exciting force caused by shaft rotation (11 blades × 50 rad/s = 550 Hz) and therefore the incurrence of resonance in above conditions is very probable, This state has been selected for finite element harmonic numerical simulation. Wheras 19° blades is replaced with 14° blades the first natural frequency in fourth state (413.49 Hz) will not be close (with 33% relative difference) to exciting frequency and therefore resonance condition will not occurred.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode Shape Number</th>
<th>Natural Frequency (Hz) 19° blade</th>
<th>Natural Frequency (Hz) 14° blade</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mode No 1</td>
<td>537.88</td>
<td>413.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode No 2</td>
<td>1339.8</td>
<td>1232.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode No 3</td>
<td>2693.8</td>
<td>2365.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode No 4</td>
<td>2637.1</td>
<td>2794.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mode No 5</td>
<td>3879.5</td>
<td>3837.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Calculated natural frequency in the 5 modes for 19° and 14° blade
5.2 Harmonic analysis

In harmonic analysis, the frequency of external forces (air flow and shaft rotating force) acted to blades, increases step by step, (from zero to 1000Hz) then, domain, difference shapes of vibrations and tension result of these acting external forces with, changing in blade type, account for various frequencies.

5.2.1 Harmonic analysis for 19° blade

From CFD analysis force acted by air flow on 19° blade was calculated about 346N. By acting these external forces to blade in the various frequencies (between 0 to 1000 Hz), blade tip oscillation domain (blade tip displacement), is accounted. Blade tip displacement for these conditions is shown in figure 11.

Fig. 10. (a) blade tip displacement at the first modal shape for 19° angle of attack blade (b) blade tip displacement at the first modal shape for 14° angle of attack blade
Fig. 11. 19th Blade tip displacement at various frequencies in first mode of vibration

Fig. 12. Contour of computed Von Mises tension exerted on 19th Blade at 550Hz frequency
As seen, in 50Hz frequency blade tip displacement is reached to about 82µm this value grows with increasing frequency to the extent of 425 to 450 Hz reached to 220 to 280 µm.

In first Natural frequency vicinity, displacement is increased intensely and is reached to about 1.8mm and hereafter by frequency increasing, the blade tip displacement again decreases intensely.

With notice to figure 11 resonance condition happening will be imminent, when the blade has been excited with 550Hz frequency, that is near to first natural frequency. The blade will been vibrated intensely in this condition and as seen in fig 12, Von Mises tension at sensitive spaces of blade (blade root) is reached to 236MPa.

By referral to table 2 is been obvious that tension with amount of 236Mpa is far less than any mechanical strength of alloy except fatigue endurance limit, namely, blade material could be able to endure any forced statistical loads even at resonance state.

But thence that maximum amount of von mises tension is larger (68%) than fatigue endurance limit (236MPa > 140MPa) therefore, when blade is been encountered to fatigue condition at resonance condition, 19° blade couldn’t be able to endure fatigue condition infinitely and blade fracture will be unavoidable.

5.2.2 Harmonic analysis for 14° blade

From CFD analysis force acted by air flow on 14° blade was calculated about 276.5N. By acting these external forces to blade in the various frequencies (between 0 to 800 Hz), blade tip displacement, is accounted. Blade tip displacement for these conditions is shown in figure 13.

As seen, in 420Hz frequency blade tip displacement is reached to about maximum quantity (4mm) because of this reality that 420Hz frequency is nearest value to first natural frequency of 14° blade (413.49Hz). This amount of displacement (4mm) has been even more than of 19° blade at vicinity of its first natural frequency (1.8mm).

![Fig. 13. 14°Blade tip displacement at various frequencies in first mode of vibration](image-url)
With notice to figure 13 in 420Hz frequency resonance condition happening will be imminent, The blade will been vibrated intensely in this condition and as seen in fig 14, Von Mises tension at sensitive spaces of blade (bade root) is reached to 388MPa. So again when 14° blade is been encountered to fatigue condition at resonance condition, couldn’t be able to endure fatigue condition infinitely and blade fracture will be unavoidable.

![Contour of computed Von Mises tension exerted on 19° Blade at 550Hz frequency](image)

Fig. 14. Contour of computed Von Mises tension exerted on 19° Blade at 550Hz frequency

But as seen in fig 13, when the blade has been excited with 550Hz frequency, that is frequency of the exciting force caused by shaft rotation, 14° blade tip displacement will be less than 160µm. Therefore in this condition resonance state will not been happened and Von Mises tension encountered to 14° blade root will be less than 10MPa that is so small to comprised. Blade failure will never been occurred for 14° blade in this condition.

**6. Conclusion**

1. Experimental study of ruptured surfaces shows that the probability of a collision of a large external object and its instantaneous rupture is impossible.
2. CFD analysis shows that the forces caused by air flow are not enough to cause the blade rupture.
3. With respect to the obtained results, this analysis shows that the value of normal stress in most of conditions for 19 & 14° blades is about 10 MPa except in resonance state.
4. In the case of applying a force with a frequency of nearby 550 Hz, 19th blade will be exposed to a resonance frequency (As a result, with unsuitable blade fastening of the blade, resonance condition is probable) and because of applying stress at range of 160–236 MPa cyclically and exceeds the endurance limit of the material, it will reduce working life of the blade and lead to failure after a number of cycle.

5. In the case of applying a force with a frequency of nearby 550 Hz, 14th blade will not be exposed to a resonance condition and because of applying stress at limit of 10MPa, Blade failure will never been occurred.

6. Concerning the large number of turbines and regarding to this point that fracture happened in five case, early after operation (less than 100 h) and after the first operation or repair, and the point that if the element has not broken early after operation and has continued its usual work obtained results from CFD and vibration analysis, the most probable reason for breakage phenomenon is the way blades have been fastened (how fixed are bolts).
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